Editorial – June 2014
KULIMA is still alive! Although our website has been asleep for few years we have kept on going with our
socio- economic projects for the people in need of our support. It is incredible that despite the lack of
communication on our behalf for almost ten years, our follower obviously forgave us and still continued to
contact us, after realizing that the Website was not being updated.
Things will change now with the launching of a new Website which became a reality with the work of
Massimo Tomaselli and Elviro Junior on designing the page, Helene Agnelli updating all the documents
and Sigrún Thrainsdóttir translating the most significant texts to English. The new version does not include
all data from the past 10 years (annual report, quarterly report, each year projects reports, financial and
institutional audit reports) but all those documents do exist and are available for everyone to read.
Kulima has become a recognized national NGO with offices in all provinces of Mozambique and with
approximately 400 specialist personnel, whom have worked on average on 30 to 40 different projects with
the most disadvantaged communities in the recent years. We do have expert personnel in all our focus areas,
f.x. in conservation agriculture, in micro - credit and rural savings. People with particular knowledge in the
area of water and sanitation, in environmental protection and production of improved stoves for rural areas,
staff who knows how to set up programs to achieve gender equity and others dedicated on working with
children and young people. The expert exchange is the basis of our operations and efficiency.
Now we are looking forward and we want the upcoming years to be characterized by the cohesion of the
institution, the specialized service to ensure sustainability, the gender equity and the realization of the
projects to continue supporting the development. Mozambique is phasing of strong economic growth, with
the risk of creating serious social imbalances. Kulima is ready to co-operate on creating a strong and long
lasting, both national and international, partnership to carry on the growth of Mozambique.
We feel that we cannot stand alone. The challenges are many and keep raising there for external support is
crucial. We won’t be able to do it by stretching our own hands but by holding each other hands, together we
will support the growth of everyone! Starting from today, this Webpage is a page of information, discussion
and to seek common solutions. The interactive dialogue between readers should always be growing and
active, so we can all work together on the processes of development! With your help we can become the best
version of ourselves, there for we are always open to constructive criticism, to positive suggestions and
especially for new ideas.
Yours sincerely,
Domenico Liuzzi
National Director of KULIMA

